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ABSTRACT
The present study is an attempt to
develop a neural network-based method for predicting the real value of solvent accessibility from the
sequence using evolutionary information in the form
of multiple sequence alignment. In this method, two
feed-forward networks with a single hidden layer
have been trained with standard back-propagation as
a learning algorithm. The Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient increases from 0.53 to 0.63, and mean absolute
error decreases from 18.2 to 16% when multiplesequence alignment obtained from PSI-BLAST is used
as input instead of a single sequence. The performance of the method further improves from a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.63 to 0.67 when secondary structure information predicted by PSIPRED is
incorporated in the prediction. The ﬁnal network
yields a mean absolute error value of 15.2% between
the experimental and predicted values, when tested
on two different nonhomologous and nonredundant
datasets of varying sizes. The method consists of two
steps: (1) in the ﬁrst step, a sequence-to-structure
network is trained with the multiple alignment proﬁles in the form of PSI-BLAST-generated positionspeciﬁc scoring matrices, and (2) in the second step,
the output obtained from the ﬁrst network and
PSIPRED-predicted secondary structure information
is used as an input to the second structure-to-structure network. Based on the present study, a server
SARpred (http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/sarpred/)
has been developed that predicts the real value of
solvent accessibility of residues for a given protein
sequence. We have also evaluated the performance of
SARpred on 47 proteins used in CASP6 and achieved a
correlation coefﬁcient of 0.68 and a MAE of 15.9%
between predicted and observed values. Proteins 2005;
61:318 –324. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
Key words: solvent accessibility; prediction; real value; neural network; multiple alignment;
secondary structure
INTRODUCTION
Protein secondary structure prediction is an intermediate step in tertiary structure prediction. In addition to
secondary structure, prediction of solvent-accessible surface area (ASA) of residues also helps to understand the
complete three-dimensional structure of a protein. Further, ASA is also considered as a key factor in protein
©
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folding, because the burial of core residues (hydrophobic
residues) is a major driving force for folding.1 It has been
shown that in proteins, the hydrophobic free energies are
directly related to ASA of both polar and nonpolar groups.2
In addition to these, ASA information also resulted in the
improvement of prediction of protein subcellular localization, as distribution of surface residues of a protein is
correlated with its subcellular environments.3 Because
active sites and hydrations sites of a protein are located on
its surface, accurate prediction of the surface residues may
also be considered as an important step toward determining its functions and conformational changes.4 Thus, there
is a need to develop an accurate and better method for
predicting the solvent accessibility of residues from a
protein sequence.
To date, a number of methods have been developed for
predicting the surface accessibility of residues based on
different databases and computational techniques such as
neural networks,5–7 Bayesian statistics,8 a multiple linear
regression method,9 a knowledge-based prediction
model,10 information theory,11 and support vector machines.12 Most of these methods have been concentrated on
two states (buried or exposed) prediction, that is, whether
a residue in a given sequence is exposed or buried. The
accuracy reported by these methods for two-state prediction is between 72 and 88%.5–12 Because the predicted
state of a residue depends highly on the selected cutoff/
threshold, these methods are likely to be less accurate
because of the noise introduced due to arbitrary choice of
selected thresholds.
To overcome this problem, Ahmad et al.13,14 developed a
method, RVP-net, for predicting the real value of solvent
accessibility. The method of RVP-net is a neural networkbased method, which predicts the real value of relative
solvent accessibility (RSA) with mean absolute error (MAE)
of 18 –19.5% and correlation coefﬁcient of 0.47– 0.50. Recently, a neural network-based regression method, that is,
SABLE,15 has been published, which has a MAE of
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15.3–15.8% and a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.64 – 0.67. In
addition, the Support Vector Regression-based method,
described by Yuan and Huang, achieved a correlation
coefﬁcient of 0.66 between the predicted and observed
ASA.16
In the past, it has been demonstrated that the accuracy
of a secondary structure (both regular and irregular)
prediction can be improved if we use multiple-sequence
alignment (MSA) information. It has also been shown that
the prediction accuracy of tight turns can be improved
using predicted secondary structure information.17–20
Based on these observations, a systematic attempt has
been made in the present study to improve the prediction
accuracy of a real value of solvent accessibility.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Datasets

Fig. 1. MAE for different window sizes using a single sequence as an
input to the neural network.

Two nonhomologous datasets of proteins with sequence
homology less than 25% have been used. One dataset is
comprised of 215 proteins, which was also used earlier by
Manesh et al.11 for ASA prediction. The other dataset is
comprised of 502 proteins, obtained from a dataset of 513
proteins6 by removing those sequences, which have less
than 29 residues. These two datasets have also been used
earlier by Ahmad et al.13 for the real value prediction of
solvent accessibility. Throughout the study, these datasets
have been referred to as Manesh-215 and CB-502, respectively.

Crossvalidation

To evaluate the performance of existing methods and
the method developed in the present study, we created an
independent dataset of CASP6 proteins, which were neither used during training nor during testing of any method.
Originally, it contained 63 proteins, but we have removed
16 structures (containing chains), and used the remaining
47 proteins (http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/sarpred/
supp.html) for the analysis of the present method and
evaluation of existing methods such as ACCpro,21 Jnet,22
PHDacc,23 RVPnet,13 and SABLE.15

The evaluation of the prediction method is often carried
out by a jackknife or crossvalidation technique.25 In present
study, due to the size of the datasets, the jackknife method
(individual testing of each protein in the datasets) was not
possible. So, a more limited crossvalidation technique was
used, in which the dataset was randomly divided into
subsets each containing an equal number of proteins.
These subsets were further divided into training, validation, and testing sets.
Training, validation, and testing have been carried out
on each of the two datasets (Manesh-215 and CB-502)
separately. For the Manesh-215 dataset, ﬁvefold crossvalidation was carried out by dividing the dataset into ﬁve
equal sets. Three sets have been used for training, one set
for validation, and one for testing. The process is repeated
ﬁve times using a distinct test set each time. Similarly, for
the CB-502 dataset, sevenfold crossvalidation has been
carried out by dividing the dataset into seven equal sets.
The ﬁnal prediction results have been averaged over the
number of subsets.

Calculation of RSA

Neural Network Architecture

RSA is a normalized value between 0 and 1. It is
calculated as the ratio between the solvent ASA of a
residue within a three-dimensional structure and that of
an extended tripeptide (Ala-X-Ala) conformation as shown
in Equation (1).

Two feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden
layer have been used. The performance of the network has
been assessed using different window sizes of 7 to 17
residues (Fig. 1). It has been found that an 11-residue
window showed a minimum MAE (18.16%) in comparison
to other window sizes after a ﬁvefold crossvalidation.
Thus, throughout this study, a window of 11 residues, that
is, 21 ⫻ 11 input vectors, and 10 hidden nodes in a single
hidden layer has been used for training and testing the
network. ASA has been encoded as relative solvent accessibility values in the range between 0 and 1. The target
output consists of a single output value (between 0 and 1)
of the central residue in the input pattern.
For the neural network implementation and to generate
the neural network architecture, the publicly available
free simulation package SNNS, version 4.2, from Stuttgart

Independent Dataset

Relative solvent accessibility
⫽

ASA in a three-dimensional structure(Å2)
ASA in an extended tripepetide(Å2)

(1)

The absolute values of solvent ASA have been obtained
from the standard DSSP program24 for CB-502 and independent datasets and Ahmad et al.,13 for Manesh-215
datasets, respectively. The extended state ASA values (in
Å2) were the same as mentioned by Ahmad et al.13
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University has been used.26 It allows incorporation of the
resulting networks into an ANSI C function for use in a
stand-alone code. A logistic activation function is used. At
the start of each simulation, the weights are initialized
with the random values. The training has been carried out
using error back-propagation with a sum of square error
functions as well as a mean square error function.27 The
learning parameter has been set to 0.001. The magnitude
of the error sum in the test and training set is monitored in
each cycle of the training. The ultimate numbers of cycles
are determined where the network for the single sequences as well as for the multiple alignment proﬁles
during training converges. The overall architecture of the
two networks is given below:
First Network: Sequence-to-Structure Net
The input to the ﬁrst sequence-to-structure network is
either a single sequence or multiple alignment proﬁles. A
window of 11 residues has been used, in which a prediction
is made for the central residue. Single sequences are
encoded as binary bits (0 or 1), and multiple alignment
proﬁles are a PSI-BLAST– obtained position-speciﬁc scoring matrix (PSSM).
Second Network: Structure-to-Structure Net
The input to the second structure-to-structure network
is predictions obtained from the ﬁrst net and the predicted
secondary structure. Four units encode each residue,
where one unit codes for predicted output (between 0 and
1) from ﬁrst network and the remaining three units code
for three secondary structure states (helix, strand, and
coil). Secondary structure information is encoded by the
actual probabilities of three states provided in the output
of the PSIPRED prediction. The probabilities are just the
strengths of the prediction for each of the three target
states (helix, strand, and coil), and are represented by a
real number in the range between 0 and 1.
Multiple Alignment or Position-Speciﬁc Scoring
Matrices
PSIPRED uses PSI-BLAST to detect homologs of a
query sequence against a nonredundant (NR) dataset
available at NCBI. After three iterations, it generates a
position-speciﬁc scoring matrix having the highest score as
a part of the prediction process, and here, we have used
these intermediate PSI-BLAST– generated position-speciﬁc scoring matrices as a direct input to the ﬁrst level
network. The matrix has 21 ⫻ M elements, where M is the
length of the target sequence, and each element represents
the frequency of occurrence of each of the 21 amino acids at
one position in the alignment.28
Performance Measures
The performance of the method has been assessed for
the real value prediction of solvent accessibility as well as
for two states (exposed and burried) prediction.
For real value prediction of solvent accessibility, two
parameters have been used:

1. MAE is deﬁned as the absolute difference between the
predicted and experimental (observed) values of relative solvent accessibility, per residue.
MAE ⫽

⌺|(RSA)pred ⫺ (RSA)exp|
N

(2)

where N is the total number of predictions.
2. Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient (r) is the ratio of the
covariance between the predicted and experimental
values of relative solvent accessibility to the product of
the standard deviations in the 2.

Pearson’s共r兲 ⫽

冑冉

⌺XY ⫺

⌺X⌺Y
N

冊冉

共⌺X兲2
⌺X ⫺
N
2

冊

共⌺Y兲2
⌺Y ⫺
N
2

(3)

where, X and Y are experimental and predicted values of
relative solvent accessibility, respectively.
For assessing the quality of two state predictions, threshold-dependent measures have been used. These measures
have been derived from the four scalar quantities: p (the
number of correctly predicted exposed residues), n (the
number of correctly predicted burried residues), o (the
number of burried residues incorrectly predicted as exposed), and u (the number of exposed residues incorrectly
classiﬁed as burried).
The following measures have been calculated:
Accuracy ⫽

p⫹n
t

(4)

Matthews’s correlation coefﬁcient (MCC)
⫽

pn ⫺ uo

冑共p ⫹ u兲共p ⫹ o兲共n ⫹ u兲共n ⫹ o兲

(5)

where t ⫽ p ⫹ n ⫹ o ⫹ u is the total number of residues.
Accuracy has been expressed in percentages.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prediction Using a Single Sequence
A neural network has been trained and tested on both of
the datasets where amino acids in binaries (0 or 1) have
been used as input. The performance of the network on
both datasets is shown in Table I. It is clear from the
results that the performance on the Manesh-215 dataset is
marginally better then that of the CB-502 dataset. The
averaged Pearson’s correlation and MAE achieved on the
Manesh-215 dataset using a single sequence was 0.53 and
18.2%, respectively. For the CB-502 dataset, a MAE
between the experimental and predicted value is ⬃1%
higher than the Manesh-215 dataset.
Prediction Using Multiple Alignments
To further enhance the prediction performance, we have
employed the evolutionary information (in the form of
multiple sequence alignment) for prediction. In this case,
input to the network is position-speciﬁc scoring matrices
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TABLE I. Performance of SNNS Using Single Sequence with and without Secondary Structure Information on
Manesh-215 and CB-502 Data Sets
Manesh-215
Pearson’s (r)
MAE (%)

CB-502

First network

Second network

First network

Second network

0.53 ⫾ 0.01
18.2 ⫾ 0.18

0.61 ⫾ 0.01 (0.61 ⫾ 0.02)
16.7 ⫾ 0.20 (16.6 ⫾ 0.16)

0.52 ⫾ 0.01
18.8 ⫾ 0.19

0.60 ⫾ 0.01 (0.60 ⫾ 0.01)
17.4 ⫾ 0.28 (17.4 ⫾ 0.23)

Values in parentheses correspond to the prediction results obtained by excluding the proteins that were used to develop PSIPRED.

TABLE II. Performance of SNNS Using Multiple Sequence with and without Secondary Structure Information on
Manesh-215 and CB-502 Data Sets
Manesh-215
Pearson’s (r)
MAE (%)

CB-502

First network

Second network

First network

Second network

0.63 ⫾ 0.01
16.0 ⫾ 0.20

0.67 ⫾ 0.01 (0.68 ⫾ 0.02)
15.2 ⫾ 0.22 (14.9 ⫾ 0.47)

0.62 ⫾ 0.02
16.7 ⫾ 0.42

0.65 ⫾ 0.01 (0.66 ⫾ 0.01)
15.9 ⫾ 0.39 (15.9 ⫾ 0.38)

Values in parentheses correspond to the prediction results obtained by excluding the proteins that were used to develop PSIPRED

obtained from PSI-BLAST instead of binaries. As shown in
Table II, the correlation coefﬁcient increases from 0.53 to
0.63 and 0.52 to 0.62 for Manesh-215 and CB-502 datasets,
respectively, when MSA is used. The MAE decreases by
approximately ⬃2% for both datasets. Thus, the improvement in prediction performance can be attributed to the
use of MSA in the form of PSI-BLAST– generated proﬁles
instead of single sequences.
Prediction Using Multiple Alignment and
Secondary Structure Information
It is well established that there is a strong relationship
between the secondary structure of a residue and its
environment because proper consideration of solvent accessibility makes the prediction of secondary states more
effective.29 Hence, secondary structures and ASAs are
related and are important features of proteins. If the use of
solvent accessibility results in the high accuracy of secondary state prediction, then it may be possible that use of
secondary states may result in the improvement of the
performance of solvent accessibility prediction. Because
PSIPRED is a highly accurate method for predicting the
secondary states of proteins, in the present study an
attempt has been made to utilize PSIPRED predicted
secondary structure information as an input to the second
structure-to-structure network along with the output of
the ﬁrst sequence-to-structure network. It has been found
that incorporation of secondary structure information
further improves the correlation coefﬁcient from 0.63 (with
MSA alone) to 0.67 and 0.62 (with MSA alone) to 0.65 for
Manesh-215 and CB-502 datasets, respectively (Table II).
Also, a corresponding decrease in MAE can be noticed for
both datasets. We have also conducted training and testing of the second layer network with predictions obtained
from the ﬁrst layer network (without secondary structure)
for the Manesh-215 dataset. After ﬁvefold crossvalidation,
the second network without secondary structure information was able to obtain a MAE of 15.9% and a correlation
coefﬁcient of 0.63, whereas a second network with secondary structure information achieved a MAE of 15.2% and a

correlation coefﬁcient of 0.67. Hence, we can say that use
of predicted values from the ﬁrst network along with
secondary structure as an input to the second layer
network has improved the performance. Moreover, it is
evident from the comparison of Tables I and II that the
prediction performance using both MSA and a secondary
structure is better than using single sequence and secondary structure information. In addition, we have calculated
MAE for helical, strand, and coil regions separately and
achieved a MAE of 12.5, 10.9, and 19.1%, respectively.
This demonstrates that prediction of solvent accessibility
is more reliable in well-deﬁned regular states (as obtained
in less MAE) in comparison to the coil region.
Performance of the Method by Excluding Proteins
Used to Develop PSIPRED
The results have been further crossvalidated by ﬁltering
out the proteins that were used to develop the PSIPRED
method. The difference in the results is negligibly small
(values in parentheses in Table I and II), which clearly
indicates that the results are not biased by PSIPRED
performance.
Two States Prediction
In the past, a number of methods have been developed
for predicting the states (exposed or buried) of residues.
Thus, we have also examined the performance of our
method in the terms of two states predictions. We have
assigned the state of a residue based on its predicted RSA
values (%) and a chosen threshold. For instance, a threshold of 5% means the number of residues having an RSA
value (%) greater than and equal to 5 is considered as
exposed, and below 5, buried. The value of the threshold
has been varied from 5 to 80%. It has been found that
prediction accuracy varies from 74.9% at a threshold of 5%
to 95.1% at a threshold of 80% for Manesh-215. However,
for the CB-502 dataset, accuracy varies from 73.9 to 94.2%,
respectively (Table III).
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TABLE III. Results of Two-States Predictions, Obtained Using Multiple Sequence Alignment and
Secondary Structure Information
Manesh-215

CB-502

Independent data set

Threshold (%)

Acc (%)

MCC

Acc (%)

MCC

Acc (%)

MCC

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

74.9
77.2
77.7
77.8
78.1
80.5
85.3
90.7
95.1

0.31
0.50
0.56
0.55
0.49
0.41
0.28
0.15
0.09

73.9
75.3
76.4
76.6
77.7
80.4
84.9
90.0
94.2

0.27
0.46
0.53
0.52
0.48
0.41
0.29
0.15
0.05

80.2
79.9
77.8
77.3
77.1
78.6
83.0
88.4
92.8

0.38
0.51
0.54
0.54
0.50
0.43
0.34
0.18
0.06

Acc, accuracy.

Fig. 2. Predicted and experimental values of (%) RSA of each residue
for protein thioredoxin (1ABA).

Fig. 3.

MAE in various RSA(%) ranges for the Manesh-215 dataset.

An Example of Prediction of Protein Thioredoxin
(1ABA)
To have an objective comparison of the method with
Ahmad’s RVP-net,13,14 performance of the method has also
been tested on the protein thioredoxin (1ABA) (Fig. 2).
This is the same test protein as used by Ahmad et al.13,14
for testing the RVP-net. For this protein, our method gives
the correlation value r ⫽ 0.57 and a MAE of 19.2%, which
is better then r ⫽ 0.52 and a MAE of 22% as reported by
Ahmad et al.13
Variation of Prediction Error with a (%)RSA Range
We have also checked the variation in prediction error
with respect to the different ranges of RSA values (%) as
shown in Figure 3. It has been found that approximately
40% of the residues in the Manesh-215 dataset have an
RSA range between 0 and 10%, and for this RSA range, the
MAE is 12%. For the same RSA range (0 –10%), Ahmad et
al.13 have also reported a MAE of 12%. As one moves from
a lower to higher RSA range (60 –100%), the number of
residues decrease, with an increase in prediction error
from 12 to ⬃45%. However, for the same RSA range,
Ahmad et al. had reported a maximum error of 60%.13
Hence, our present method can predict all the RSA ranges
(0 –100%) with less of a MAE compared to the RVPnet.13,14

Fig. 4. Residue-speciﬁc prediction error obtained using singlesequence and multiple-sequence alignment for the Manesh-215 dataset.

Residue-Speciﬁc Prediction Error
The prediction errors obtained for each 20 types of
amino acids using single and multiple sequence alignments is shown in Figure 4. Using a single sequence as
input to the neural network, relative solvent accessibility
of all the 20 residues was predicted with an error between
11 and 25%. The minimum error has been obtained for
cysteine, while glycine shows a maximum error of 25%.

REAL VALUE PREDICTION OF SOLVENT ACCESSIBILITY

TABLE IV. Detailed Comparison of Our Present with
Existing Methods for Two-States Classiﬁcations at
Threshold of 25% on an Independent Data Set
(47 CASP6 Proteins)
Methods

Accuracy (%)

MCC

SARpred
SABLE
ACCpro
Jnet
RVPnet

77.3
78.0
73.9
71.6
71.3

0.55
0.56
0.48
0.47
0.43

However, multiple sequence alignment proﬁles have reduced MAE further between 11 and 21%. Using MSA, a
minimum prediction error of 11% has been obtained for
hydrophobic amino acids such as leucine, valine, and
isoleucine. A reduction of 2% in MAE has also been
observed for most of the aromatic amino acids (such as
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan). Thus, multiple
sequence alignment has made the residue-speciﬁc predictions more accurate compared to single sequence. However, cysteine residues appear to be better predicted with a
single sequence-based approach, suggesting that short,
disulphide-rich proteins do not provide enough information of multiple alignments.
Comparison with Existing Methods on an
Independent Dataset
There have been several attempts in the past to predict
accessibility of amino acids from a sequence with an
objective to reduce the gap between the number of known
sequences and known three-dimensional structures. Most
of these methods are based on two “states” (buried or
exposed) prediction such as ACCpro, Jnet, and NETASA.
The methods of RVP-net and SABLE predict real value of
relative solvent accessibility of amino acids from protein
sequence. We evaluated the performance of all existing
methods including our present method on 47 CASP6
proteins (independent dataset). First we predicted the
RSA values of CASP6 proteins using SARpred, RVPnet,
and SABLE Web servers and then compared the observed
and predicted RSA values of residues. The correlation
coefﬁcient of 0.68, 0.52, and 0.67 and MAE of 15.9, 19.4,
and 16.4% between experimental and predicted RSA values has been achieved for SARpred, RVPnet, and SABLE
methods, respectively. Further, to compare our present
method with existing methods for two states classiﬁcations, a threshold of 25% RSA has been chosen, which
deﬁne an approximately balanced division into the two
classes.15 As shown in Table IV, our method is able to
achieve an accuracy of 77.3% with an MCC value of 0.55. It
has been observed that the SABLE method has achieved
an accuracy of 78.0%, which is ⬃1% higher than that
obtained by our present method. Further, the ACCpro
method has achieved an accuracy of 73.9%, whereas, the
Jnet method has been able to achieve an accuracy of 71.6%
which, is similar to the RVPnet method (71.3%). In summary, comparison using two states classiﬁcations at a
threshold of 25% for CASP6 proteins showed that perfor-
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mance of the present method is comparable to the SABLE
method. However, SARpred is able to achieve an accuracy
that is 3 and 5% better than the ACCpro and Jnet
methods, respectively.
Availability of a SARpred Server
The program is implemented as a Web server SARpred,
available at http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/sarpred/,
using CGI/Perl script. The SNNS-generated network
(trained using CB-5012 and Manesh-215 dataset proteins collectively) is converted into the C-program and is
used as an interface. Users can enter a primary amino
acid sequence in a free format. The prediction results
consist of RSA, RSA (%), and ASA (Å2,) corresponding to
the query sequence. Prediction results can also be
e-mailed back after a short period of time, depending on
the server load.
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